receives extended and discrete attention. One welcomes Maud's concentrated and largely successful attempt to clarify the poem's 'basic meaning' (what Thomas himself called the 'poem's hypothesis'), while at the same time wishing for the contextual advantages of Entrances, where Maud had woven references to the poem into a broader discussion of the complex imagery in other 'Process Poems' such as 'The force that through the green fuse drives the flower,' 'A process in the weather of the heart,' and 'Especially when the October wind.' Yet without doubt this new volume gives us much more to chew on as we prepare to digest the multiple meanings straining to emerge from any of Thomas's poems. Maud's technique is to provide a working 'rephrasement' of each poem with his own bracketed interpolations so that one gets a clear sense of the clear sense he finds in the poem. Acknowledging that 'one grits one's teeth as though on a roundabout, holding on as meanings of lesser purchase are thrown off by centrifugal force,' Maud sometimes desperately clings, with what he describes as 'varying degrees of hesitancy and bravado,' to the central meaning, settling for readings that dismiss inconvenient complications. This is a work by an especially sensitive and sensible reader who understands from a lifetime of attention to Thomas's poetry that any explication must have its limitations. Those of us who have depended upon Maud's earlier critical and editorial contributions to Thomas's poetry will be grateful for the wealth of useful information in his latest contribution. Thomas Dickson's wartime wounding under friendly fire and his dramatic return to Canada within hours of the birth of his first child is memorable and moving. These early anecdotes, and others, establish the dignified courage Dickson brought to a life of stellar accomplishment while enduring sustained pain. Regrettably, we get much less sense of Dickson as a person at the peak of his judicial career. But more regrettably, we also get relatively little sense of how personal life experience shaped Dickson's characteristic stance of compromise. Yet compromise is the approach which Sharpe and Roach consider characteristic both of Dickson's greatest judgments and of his judicial leadership of the Court during the crucial years when fundamental Charter jurisprudence evolved.
Sharpe and Roach hang their theme of compromise on Dickson's ability to construct legal 'halfway houses.' By this term applied jurisprudentially, they mean judgments capable of accommodating disparate and opposing rules of law while valorizing the principles contained in each of them. Sharpe and Roach deftly develop Dickson's distinctive 'halfway house' jurisprudence from his days as a trial judge and on the Manitoba Court of Appeal through the pre-Charter years to the height of his powers on the Supreme Court.
Sharpe and Roach assert, with respect to Dickson's leadership role as chief justice during the early Charter years, that his open-minded willingness to listen to the views of all meant he achieved compromise on the bench as well. Some colleagues attest that Dickson's skill eliminated unseemly lobbying on the Supreme Court a perspective sharply contrary to that held by Madame Justice Bertha Wilson, who served on the Court during Dickson's tenure. Dickson's halfway house of compromise, say his biographers, characterized his style with respect to other policy concerns in which Dickson also took a leadership role, including the Meech Lake debate, the structuring of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, and Quebec secession issues. But common sense tells us that compromise, whether political or personal, is most often a messy business the very reason for the double connotation the term has acquired.
Sharpe and Roach might have considered more fully just how the architecture of Canadian jurisprudential halfway houses is made possible and even rendered necessary because of its legal foundation, those infuriatingly difficult-to-interpret balancing provisions which structure our Charter and were themselves born of compromise. Canadians R Compromise because Canadian rights can never be absolute: all our rights are subject to reasonable limits demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. If in the Charter Canadians have created a constitution uniquely suited to our society, continually evolving in response to changes in that society, then arguably Dickson's halfway house of cautious but principled compromise is dug deep into the Canadian psyche itself.
That In the mid-1980s, a tall, grey-haired man shuffled by my office door on his way to visit Dr E.S. Rogers, curator-in-charge of the Royal Ontario Museum's Department of Ethnology. The visit was short and the opportunity did not arise to meet the man, but I was very aware that the passing figure was Bill Reid. The Royal Ontario Museum was not foreign ground to Reid, for it was here more than thirty years earlier that Reid confronted his Haida ancestry. In the company of three Nisga'a totem poles, a Haida house frontal pole in the ROM's collection was much more than just a passing interest to Reid. He was able to walk up the height of the pole rising more than three levels in the ROM's north stairway, that for him had personal resonance. More than half a continent to the east stood a pole from his maternal grandmother's village, Tanu, a pole that during her childhood would have been part of her everyday walk along the beach. My own knowledge of the artist was limited to Bill Reid the 'human monument.' Here was the man who had a successful broadcasting career but gave it up in 1959 to pursue carving projects. Here was the man who in the 1949-51 took courses in jewellery making at Toronto's Ryerson Institute of Technology and became internationally recognized for his jewellery based on Haida designs. Here was the man whom anthropologist Claude Lévi Strauss credited with reviving a flame 'that was close to dying out' among Northwest Coast Native artists. And, most important, here was the man who had created the iconic sculpture Raven and the First Men, that in 1980 was unveiled by Prince Charles in the new Museum of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia.
The 'myth' of Bill Reid, however, is too linear, the lines of the story too straight and the steps up the ladder too sure. The excellent biography of Bill Reid's life by Maria Tippett, Bill Reid: The Making of an Indian, has rounded the corners of the story. Divided into three sections 'A Mixed Heritage,' 'Salvaging a Career,' and 'Bitter Harvest' Tippett's book is a well-balanced, and in some instances, painfully honest account of Reid's personal and artistic life. It traces Reid's early family history from Haida Gwaii to Victoria, where, with his mother and sister, he spent his formative years. A job as a radio announcer evolved into a broadcasting career during which following his mother's lead he buried his Native ancestry. In Toronto, while he was working for the CBC, jewellery making led to a
